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ZURICH, SWITZERLAND,  JANUARY 23, 2018  

ABB launches asset optimization soft-
ware to support digital transformation 
ABB Ability EllipseTM suite unveiled at DistribuTECH US to help utilities max-

imize asset performance and fast-track their digitalization journey 

ABB today announced the global launch of its new ABB AbilityTM Ellipse software solution delivering a 

cross-enterprise approach to connected asset lifecycle management. The comprehensive solution suite 

will enable electric power utilities to optimize asset utilization, drive down maintenance costs and reduce 

equipment failures and system outages. 

Electric utilities are increasingly challenged to maintain high asset availability, performance and reliability 

against the backdrop of aging infrastructure and financial pressures. In addition, the number of new as-

sets entering the grid is exploding – from smart meters and switches, to distributed energy sources such 

as solar and wind, to electric-vehicle charging stations.  

Meanwhile as grid complexity grows, utilities face rising customer expectations and new regulations re-

quiring higher levels of service reliability and resilience. 

“We understand the challenges electric utilities face in driving greater levels of performance in an increas-

ingly complex grid“ said Massimo Danieli, head of ABB’s Grid Automation business within the company’s 

Power Grids division. “With ABB Ability Ellipse, utilities can now use a single, streamlined solution for the 

management, maintenance and monitoring of assets enabling a stronger, smarter and greener grid.“  

The new ABB Ability Ellipse solution offers utilities a proactive approach for predictive maintenance that 

combines an asset management system with collection and analysis of performance data and a compre-

hensive workforce management solution for dispatching crews and maintaining critical assets. Specifi-

cally, the solution unifies the functionality of ABB’s world-class solutions for Enterprise Asset Manage-

ment (EAM), Workforce Management (WFM) and Asset Performance Management (APM). 

“The biggest risk utilities face on the journey to digital transformation is the inability to unify applica-

tions and data,” said Kevin Prouty, Vice President IDC Energy Insights. “One of the most obvious starting 

points for utilities is to address the silo approach to asset management and workforce management in 

their organizations. As Asset Performance Management becomes a focal point for transforming the mod-

ern grid, it is vitally important that utilities manage their assets and labor with a cohesive strategy.” 

ABB Ability Ellipse is the latest offering in the ABB Ability™ family. The solution embeds industry best-

practices and business processes and leverages real-time equipment data and the Industrial Internet of 

Things to connect predictive analytics and asset management systems to the mobile worker in the field. 

It is available either as an ‘on-premise’ or ‘Software as a Service’ solution for electric utilities and other 

asset-intensive sectors like renewables, transport and mining. 

ABB (ABBN: SIX Swiss Ex) is a pioneering technology leader in electrification products, robotics and mo-

tion, industrial automation and power grids, serving customers in utilities, industry and transport & in-

frastructure globally. Continuing a history of innovation spanning more than 130 years, ABB today is writ-

ing the future of industrial digitalization and driving the Energy and Fourth Industrial Revolutions. As title 
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partner of Formula E, the fully electric international FIA motorsport class, ABB is pushing the boundaries 

of e-mobility to contribute to a sustainable future. ABB operates in more than 100 countries with about 

136,000 employees. www.abb.com 
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